ABSTRACT
Reviewing manuscripts for possible publication is a great responsibility, as careers depend on being published in high quality journals. Editors and reviewers must therefore also ensure that accepted manuscripts are of the best quality and within the scope of topics the journal publishes, and studies are innovative and scientifically sound. A competing need is that your time is limited, so you want to do the job right without taking up excessive amounts of time. Hopefully, the following guidelines will help.
Content of this document:
1. Initial Steps 2. "Full" Review (Expectations of each section of the manuscript)
Writing Up the Review
Initial Steps:
1. Read the abstract to be sure that you have the expertise to review the article. Don't be afraid to say no to reviewing an article if there is good reason, e.g., insufficient expertise, no time.
2. Read information provided by the journal for reviewers so you will know: a. The type of manuscript (e.g., a review article, technical note, original research) and the journal's expectations/parameters for that type of manuscript.
b. Other journal requirements that the manuscript must meet (e.g., length, citation style).
c. The information you will need to provide the editor(s). It helps to keep this in mind as you read through the manuscript, especially, as some journals require that you make various types of assessments: 
The "Full" review: Specific Expectations
As you go through a more thorough, "full" review of each section, make notations on the manuscript or elsewhere about major issues and questions you will raise. (Keep track of their location in manuscript).
General expectations through manuscript:
1. Writing: Is the manuscript easy to follow, that is, has a logical progression and evident organization?
2. Is the manuscript concise and understandable? Any parts that should be reduced, eliminated/expanded/added? 3. Note if there are major problems with mechanics: grammar, punctuation, spelling. (If there are just a few places that aren't worded well or correctly, make a note to tell the author the specific places. If there are consistent problems throughout, only select an example or two if need be-don't try and edit the whole thing). Remember: you will be providing feedback to the section/editor-in-chief, and separately, feedback to the authors. Give positive feedback, constructive feedback, enough to improve paper, but not so much as to overwhelm the authors-OK-now if you were unsure about whether to accept the manuscript before the intense reading, maybe you're ready now.
Writing up the Review:
Overall: you will be providing feedback to the section/editor-in-chief, and separately, feedback to the authors. To authors: Give positive feedback, constructive feedback, enough to improve paper, but not so much as to overwhelm the authors.
Your written comments for each of these audiences are broken down into a) major comments and b) specific comments.
Major Comments

a. Comments to the journal:
Are not shared directly with the authors. Usually goes to a section editor (and may/may not be shared with the other reviewers, too, depending on the journal) after everyone has voted. The Editor-in-Chief may choose to read your reply, too.
Start with the purpose of the study. Then, concisely provide a rationale for your decision, particularly if you vote no or to vote to require revise revisions. If a superbly done study, no comments are needed beyond 1 sentence.
b. Comments to the author(s).
Be honest, but at the same time use respect and tact. List the strengths of the article are, too-even if the manuscript is really bad (if possible). It's no fun to get nothing but negative remarks from someone-and it also gives the impression that maybe you're being too extreme, hence, making your opinions less valued by the author(s).
Start with something positive. Example: "The question of how best to improve flexibility is a very important question in our field. This study could provide an important contribution to this research area..."
For general comments, here is the place to cover the "big" problems/controversies /questions regarding the study. The study is too long; the Introduction does not provide any rationale as to the significance of the study, hence it is not clear why this study is important... The Discussion doesn't appear to answer the questions raised in the Introduction. The Methods used were flawed, hence the results are not valid. etc. Manuscript needs a good editing job for grammar, typos... DO NOT EVER TELL THE AUTHOR YOUR VOTE HERE. Sometimes the voting sheet is given to the authors (it's a form provided by the sec. editor). Sometimes it is not and that information is withheld from the author. So, it's best just not to say anything about how you voted. *** If the manuscript is totally unacceptable, then your review may be finished. If, you choose to do so, and it will not take much of your time and you want to be helpful to the authors, consider providing a few, major suggestions for improvement that would help the authors in the future. (Ex. "You may find it helpful to have a colleague review your manuscripts before submission. This would benefit you because…") International Journal of Exercise ScienceSpecific comments section to the authors Use this section for a manuscript that needs revising, but has a good chance of acceptance: be fairly detailed for everything you think is important enough to be revised the way you think it should be revised. However, if the manuscript is poorly written throughout, don't try and redo every single sentence. Just suggest to the authors to fix these problems, in general.
Be sure to identify exactly where in the manuscript you're referring to-most manuscripts have page and line numbering. It is OK to give comments that could cover an entire section-for example: Methods "Throughout this section, the equipment used and the protocol appears to be mixed together such that it is difficult to follow the Methods section. For example, on pg. 2, ...." So, for this section, go back through the manuscript and type up your notes you wrote to yourself. It is fine to ask the author questions-"Pg 10, line 3: Why did you use a sampling frequency of 100 Hz for a rearfoot motion study? Is this a sufficient sampling rate?"
For an unacceptable study, consider whether you want to provide feedback. If so, just focus on the highlights of the big stuff that you believe needs changing without spending too much time on it. If you choose to do this, the purpose would be to provide some help to an author to help them learn how to do better next time, or how to fix to submit the manuscript elsewhere.
BUT--your time is valuable, so don't do as thorough a job as you would for a manuscript that would accept-because for an accepted manuscript-you're the quality control person.
